
CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

 

 The researcher concerns several points that from findings and discussion 

about Practices of ESP Teaching in English for Cruise Ship Program at LTE 

Course Pare can be conclude as follow. 

A. Conclusion 

Based on the result of the research, the researcher draws the conclusion 

that have been described as follows: 

1. Teaching learning activities design of grammar and speaking for job 

interview, in term (syllabus, lesson plan, method, technique, media, 

material) 

Based on the results of research that has been done, the design activity 

in ESP must be in accordance with students' needs analysis. In addition, the 

material conveyed in ESP must be directly related to the department, 

namely English for Cruise Ship. Grammar taught is only a few needed in the 

workforce that they will apply. And in teaching ESP must use the direct 

method. 

B. Suggestions 

 Based on the result of the research and conclusion above, the researcher 

also gives the suggestion that will be useful for reader related to the English 

Specific Purposes teaching. The researcher hopes, it can at least become 



guidance in practices of ESP teaching in English for Cruise Ship. The 

suggestion are as follows: 

  For the owner, it is better to change the time for speaking of cruise ship 

program from 6 o’clock to 7 o’clock in order to the students who stays in 

the camp can join the class without leaving their program at camp, so the 

students who join in the class will be increased. Besides, the syllabus and 

lesson plan is needed to be written structurally by the English course 

because it can help the tutor in teaching cruise ship program and it can be 

used continually. 

 For the tutor, it will be better for the tutor to give brainstorming or 

warming up before the lesson to make the students fresh and also insert 

humor during teaching to create enjoy atmosphere in the class. It can also 

eliminate the impression that the tutor is a rigid person.   

 Finally, future researchers are recommended to explore further about 

teaching grammar and speaking especially in job interview on cruise ship 

program in the other course. Beside this study also can be used as a 

reference for the future researchers who want to explore the teaching ESP 

for Cruise Ship program. 

 


